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Reasons we worked on the Method Guide.
We strongly believe that we need to consider acceptance of diversity in our work with
children. Discrimination is a violation of law and human rights in all of our countries and
is a criminal act. According to the out countries Discrimination Laws, the schools and
preschools are obliged to work preventive to combat discrimination







We understand that the active promotion of equal rights and opportunities
should be our priority.
We want to improve the preschools' teaching methods and educational
environments to promote human rights and combat discrimination.
We want to contribute to a decrease of discrimination in our societies,
by directing our attention to small children, to how we teach and how they learn,
to examine our attitudes and our educational environments.
We know that when children grow up to understand, appreciate and diversity
around them, it builds a stronger community.
We want to equip our children with skills that will let them change the world.

The process of creating.
Our project was a three year cooperation, which we consider a necessity, since the
physical changes we implemented in our preschool facilities and teaching materials
took time and hard work. Before we created our activities we were educated.
In the different grounds of discrimination to get the knowledge and under standing for
the topics we were about to work with. We also had discussions during both – local
and transnational meetings. We exchanged best practices within each of the grounds
of discrimination, tested them in different cultural contexts and then adapted
and developed to a European level. The results were documented and compiled into this
Method Guide.

The contents of the Method Guide.
This part of our publication contains a collection of the best practices on teaching,
developed within the context of Project funded under Erasmus+ and its predecessor,
the Lifelong Learning Programme, in the field of school education.
It promotes interesting and innovative ideas to help and inspire teachers, parents,
policymakers across Europe to develop their professional practice. It offers useful
resources for everyone who is interested in developing understandance among young
children and helping them to participate peacefully in society.

This work is divided into four sub areas. We worked on them during six months each
and changed our preschools in a manner that they promote all individuals’ equal value
regardless of:
Period 1. Ethnicity, nationality and religious beliefs.
Period 2. Gender, gender identity and gender expression.
Period 3. Sexual orientation (LGBT - Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender).
Period 4. Age and disabilities.
Each country uploaded 2 activities, that were tested and critically viewed by partners.
They shared their opinion with the originators . Next we chose best practices and gave
more improvements of them together.
There are 2 best practices for each period:
Period 1
1. Little Red Riding Hood – Gratass Barnehage as , Ostfold , Norway
2. Mandala – Campanella, Imola,Italy.
Period 2
1. Job’s memory – Campanella, Imola, Italy.
2. Job’s riddles – Zespół Szkół w Staninie – Przedszkole, Stanin, Poland.
Period 3
1. Family constellation – Gratass Barnehage as , Ostfold , Norway.
2. Various types of families – Tallin Meelespea, Tallin, Estonia.
Period 4
1. Paint with your toes – Bosgardens Pedagogiska Enhert, Molndal, Sweden.
2. People with disabilities – Tallin Meelespea, Tallin, Estonia.

Best activity about religion and
ethnicity
“Little Red Riding Hood”
Material:
Artifacts from the fairytale about little Red Riding Hood. Use a dark skinned doll as Red
Riding Hood. Drawing sheets and crayons.
Purpose:
To see if there are any reactions to the elements that has been exchanged in the story
and to see how they draw it after the fairytale.
Beginning:
One adult is showing a mini theater about little Red Riding Hood with a dark skinned girl.
Main part:
The children are watching the mini theater, afterwards they are going to draw little Red
Riding Hood. To see if the children draw her as they normally know her, or as she was
presented in the mini theater.
Conclusion/Feedback:
Most of the children drew little Red Riding Hood as they normally know her, with light skin
color. A couple of children commented the dolls skin color during the mini theater, but most
children didn`t seem to notice the color of the dolls skin.
Possible modifications of the activity:










Make a play
Pictures of the fairytale/mini theater/play on the wall. Displaying various nationalities
on the characters.
Teachers, parents and other staff, play the fairytale to the children. Using various skin
colors and ethnicity in the different roles.
Let the children play the story.
Use various languages when playing or telling the story.
Use different characters as Little Red Riding Hood, the dark skinned girl could be
exchanged with i.e. A Sami, an Indian, an Eskimo etc. Or the character could be
a boy.
Take the story outdoor.
Children/teachers/parents can make a movie about the story.





The environment in the story could be exchanged. i.e. the cottage in the forest could
be exchanged to a, bungalow on the beach, a penthouse apartment in the big city
etc.
Use other stories or fairytales the children know and do the same as described
above.

Best activity about
religion
and ethnicity
“Mandala Friends”
Material:
Foods: bases of supply of our children's origin countries. Foods were submitted into the
separate containers of tables.
Classroom was organized so: tables, decanting tables, chairs, funnels, strainers, colander,
pans, spoon, circular table with big white paper.
Purpose:
Let the children to have contact with materials from various cultures in a natural way.
Beginning:
In our Nursery we usually propose to small children handling, so teachers thought to use this
kind of activity to transmit instances about ethnicity and religion also to smaller children.
Children can touch, know, taste, smell, filter, drop, pour, serve, pretend with different kind of
flour and rice, with cous cous, legumes, pasta and cocoa power.
In every group seven children from 15 to 36 month old worked in this activity .

Experience's approach was free; children could choose the material to be tested. In the first,
children manipulated one material and subsequently they have approached to other tables
and used different kind of food: strainers, colander, pans, spoon.
Every single activities lasted about 30 minutes; in the end some children created real food ,
mixed ingredients and copied foods of various cultures .
Main part:
By the same materials, the route of experience, knowledge, handling of typical foods was
propose to 26 children from 3 to 6 years old , divided in small group; each group was
compose of 3 children .
Children were very interested in MANDALA, so teacher to create a special project together
them and build a mandala pattern on a circular table.
At first children manipulated , knew and classified food and natural material, like small
children of Nursery school made before.
Then three children at a time chose to cover a sector with one kind of food; at the end
it result a multicolored, multiethnic and scented mandala.
Conclusion/Feedback:
Thanks to this activity, children were able to gain experience of different consistency, smell,
typical flavor of various countries; every children could be found home's smell.
Children work was an opportunity of comparison and recognition of eating habits of various
ethnicities.
Possible modifications of the activity:
-

Ask families to bring us their own seeds and spices to involve them into the activities

-

Make a lab with families where everyone does a little pieces of mandala

-

Change the shape of the mandala, for example create a world’s map and put the
seed in the place where they belong, so everybody can learn something about others
and find out typical part of the world that are not represented (for example American
people) in our services

-

Try to do it outside

-

Work on the concept of mandala

-

Let the youngest try to smell and feel

-

Show pictures about people with various skin colors and cultures

-

Use various natural material ad well, like shells, pine cones and timbers

Some photos taken during the activity in our Nursery and Preschool:

Best activity about gender, gender
expression and gender identity.
“Jobs, hobbies, sports – memory”
Material:
12 couples of laminated cards size A5, in each couple there are pictures where one male and one female
make various jobs, sports and hobbies.
Purpose:
- to promote discussion about gender, gender identity and gender expression in children’s group by a game,
- to prevent stereotypes from childhood by this message “all the people can make all the jobs, sports and
hobbies” and reflect about our school environment by this message “all the children can play with dolls,
cars…”
Beginning:
One teacher proposes the activity to each children’s group composed of 4 children (4-5years old), one teacher
makes documentation.
Main part:
A teacher introduces a game: in each couple of cards there are two people (man and woman) who a make job,
sport or hobby like singer, dancer, football player… After, the teacher replaces the cards on the table, turned
upside down.
Children play it like a traditional memory, to discover each couple of cards.
Conclusion/Feedback:
This game is an instrument to improve discussion about gender, gender identity and expression and to prevent
stereotypes about this topic.
During and after the game children discussed a lot and they said that all (men and women) can make jobs,
hobbies and sports like they want, therefore in the school all children can play with all toys and can be
included in all kind of games.
Children like this activity very much: actually the memory is available for all in our school.

Possible modifications of the activity:
This activity was improved during the Meeting in Norway because was winner. The original activity provided
the memory with only jobs.

LET THE CHILDREN CHANGE THE WORLD

Best activity about gender,
gender expression and
gender identity.
„Job’s riddles”
Material:
Picture of representatives of various professions but with considering „norm critic”,
eg. female pilot, female carpenter, female mechanic male manicurist, male hairdresser or
male kindergarten teacher.
Purpose:
To prevent stereotypes from childhood by this message “all the people can have jobs that
they want and like”.
Beginning
Begin by introducing the different jobs they may choose when they grow up. Allow students
to identify jobs that they already know about. Ask students what jobs their family members
have (i.e. mum, dad, aunt, uncle, older siblings).
Main part
Take prepared pictures of “norm critic” jobs and describe what a person does for living
but without showing it to children. Don’t use words “he”, “she” but begin with
“This person….”. Children have to guess what profession it is and after that show the
children a picture.
Example:
T: This person fixes broken cars.
CH: mechanic
And teacher shows the picture of female mechanic.

Conclusion
Because students cannot write, a teacher let them draw pictures to illustrate who they want
to be and what they want to do in the future. A teacher writes the name of a child on the
backside of a picture and organizes an exhibition for parents. Parents can guess which one
is their child’s “future job”.
Feedback:
Children guessed all described professions but they were really surprised seeing pictures.
At the beginning they laughed when a teacher showed them photos. Each time a teacher
explained to children that there is no female or male jobs. It turned out that one of children’s
mother is a police officer and one of fathers looks after a baby while a mother works.
At the end of riddles children didn’t laugh and weren’t surprised by pictures.
Possible modifications of the activity:
To pictures of jobs you can add:
-

sports (male gymnast, female weightlifter…)

-

local people, known for children

-

both – female and male

-

people with disabilities

-

people at different ages

Children can work with groups that describe pictures to each other instead of a teacher.

Some photos taken during the activity in our kindergarten:

Best activity about sexual
orientation and identity.
“Family constellations”
Materials:




Houses of various types
Pictures various people printed/cut out I different sizes
Velcro

Purpose:
To find out what the children thought about the word family, and to show that there are more
to family than just mom, dad, sisters etc.

Beginning:
A couple of months prior to this activity, we posted pictures of different family constellations,
people with different sexual orientation and identity. We created a neighborhood with houses
we could fill with different people. Under the houses we put a diversity of people so the
children could put together families in each house. We put Velcro on the back of the people
so the children could pick, choose and do changes within the families.

Main part:
The children create a neighborhood by placing people they think can be a family in a house.
The children explore with various types of family constellations on their own without
objections from the teacher. During the activity teachers and children reflects about who can
live together as a family.

Conclusions and Feedback:
We saw that some children just put in the people nearest their house. It looked random to us,
but it might not have been. Other children gave the assignment more thought and took their
time putting families together. There were lots of traditional families with mom, dad and
children. Afterwards

they told us who lived in their house. Some chose masculine women with short hair as their
father. They also chose men with dresses as their mother.
We later talked about LGBTQ subjects such as a girl born in a boys body, men in “women
clothes” ladies in “mens clothing”. And we discussed that we cannot judge the inside on the
outside. We cannot see what people feel like inside, when it comes to gender or gender
identity.
Under the conversation with the children, they focused most of their thoughts based on hair,
colors and clothes.
Girl 5 years old: “Boys can also like pink”.
Girl 4 years old: “it’s a guy because he has short hair and glasses”.
We held up a picture of a child in a superman costume. The children disagreed but finally
they came to the conclusion that it had to be a girl because “she had long hair”.
During our activity and conversations with the children, we reached our goal to have these
kind of conversations to shed light and knowledge on an important subject. They showed
interest and understanding that we are all different and that we must accept diversity.

Possible modifications of the activity:







Add animals/pets
Clothes to dress up people
Add different rooms in the house
Place all the pictures of the people on a table, floor or tack them to the wall and let
the children explore them.
The teacher can make different family constellations ahead of the activity for the
children to explore.
With small changes this activity can be used in the work with other discrimination
grounds as well. You can change/add people with various ages, disabilities, skin
color, clothing etc.

Best activity about age
and disability
“Various types of families”
Materials:
 Book about various family types.
 6 rainbow coloured papers
 Dice with rainbor colours (can be taken from othe boardgame)
 Arrow on the wheel (can be taken from other board game)
 Nooleratas (ring, mille keskel keerleb nool – pool ringi on „jah“ ja pool ringi „ei“).
 Small pictures about various people (we used from another boardgame).
Purpose:
Child can name relatives and family members (mother, father, stepmother/father,
grandfather/mother, oncle, aunt, brother, sister, son, daughter...). Child knows that family
types can be various. Child knows rainbow colours (bluse, red, yellow, orange, purple,
green). Child knows how to count from 1 to 6.
Introduction:
Teacher shows children a book about various types of families. Together they discuss
what kind of members each family seems to have by the looks. Each child talks about their
own family (who lives in their home).
Main part:
Let´s make up our own game-family!
Rules of the game:
On the 6 various coloured papers are layed down pictures about various people
(for example: green: boys, blue: girls, red: older men, orange: younger women etc.).
Children roll the dice one-by-one and regarding the colour on the dice they pick one
picture from the same coloured paper. This way they mke up their game-families. To make
the game evan more fun, you can add the arrow on the wheel – each time child rolls a dice
and gets to add a family member, they need to spin the arrow to see if it stayes n the „Yes“
or „No“. If the arrow is on the „Yes“, you can keep the member, if „No“, you must put it
back. After collecting all the people from the sheets, children compare their families
and discuss about variations, answer questions that might come up and discuss if it is
possible to have such family types in real life.

Possible modifications to the activity:
-

Colours can tell you what kind of family member it is. For example one colur is for
sibling, one colour is for grown up, one colour is for pets, one colour is for children,
one colour is free of choice. Remembering that person comes before colour!

-

Add disabled people.

-

Cards could be bigger and add various body sizes. Also have pictures of full sized
people instead of just their faces.

-

Inculde people from diferent ages and body sizes.

Arrow: sun is „Yes“ cloud is „no“.

Pictures about people can be used from another boardgame, make real life pictures, download
from the internet (common share), draw them youself etc.

Best activity about age
and functional variations
“Paint with your toes”
Material:
Paper, colour, brushes, pictures or movies of artists painting with eg. feet or mouth.
Purpose:
The purpose is to bring in other people's perspective and sense of how it is to have
functional variations, and to understand that we are all different.
Beginning:
Show the children pictures or videos of artists painting with different body parts. Talk with
them about what they see in the picture, without problematising the pictures.
Main part:
The children are offered to paint/create with bottle paint and brushes using their toes.
The activity can be done in many different environment and can be done both outside and
inside. During the creation, the children meet questions from the teachers about how
it is experienced.
Children's paintings are set for display on the walls in the corridor at the respective
preschool, along with pictures when the children are in the creation process.

Conclusion and feedback:
The children sat and watched the pictures that we showed them. There were only a few
reflections on how the colors felt on their feet and toes, and how it worked out painting with
the toes. There were no comments about how the people on the pictures looked, which we
thought was a great progress.
- ”I can’t do this, my feet are to small”
The children in one group talked about painting with their toes a while after the activity had
happened. They were playing that they were animals at the time and said

- ”If we would paint now, we could do it with our toes, because now we are cats”
After displaying the documentation in the hallway, we got a comment from one of the
parents:
-”I’m impressed and happy that you are working with this subject”.
Possible modifications to the activity:
The children can paint with more different body parts, example elbows, mouth or knees.

Best activity about age
and disability
“People with special needs”
Material:
Figures from “Friends” series, handmade poster with the headline “New kid in our group”.
a) blindfolds (scarf or any kind of material that covers eyes)
b) jar for sentences; tablet/mobile/projector or any kind of screen to show video
Purpose:
Purpose of this activity is to understand that people are different and how it feels
to communicate if a person has a special need. To understand more about how people
with special needs cope with everyday situations - that they are not helpless, they just
need some helpful equipment and help if it is asked. That people with special needs also
enjoy life and experience similar things as everybody else.
Beginning:
For the introduction teacher uses small figures from “Friends” series for visual learning
materials about people with various disabilities. Children talk about each figure one by one
- what they saw and about their own experience.
Teacher presents 2 posters with the headline “New kid in our group”. Children imagine two
new children joining their group - one of them was blind and the other one deaf.
Both of them were given name and age after what children discussed how the new kinds
in their group would live through their first day. Children answer following questions:





What would it feel for deaf and blind person to be in our group?
What kind of difficulties would occur for them?
What can they do in the same way as everyone else?
How could we help them adapt in everyday activities?

Main part:
Children work in two groups.
A. First group:
Children make a profile for the blind kid and describe this kids´ day in their group
(any challenges and difficulties that may occur).

Children have a task to play through the feeling of being blind.
1. Activity - Three kids use blindfolds and others help them walk around in obstacle
track without bumping into something. Then they change roles.
2. Activity - One child is blindfolded and stands inside the circle. His task is to guess
where is the sound coming from and who is talking (from the left, right, behind,
in front). Then they change roles.
After the activities children can draw blind kid as they would imagine him and teacher will
write children sayings on the poster for the parents to see.
Conclusion and feedback:
After practical exercises some children changed their understandings. One child brought
up that even though she couldn´t see she could still hear and recognize her group members by their voice. One child thought that it was very scary to move around in the group
blindfolded because she was scared to bump into something.
B. Second group:
Children will create profile for a deaf kid and describe this kids´ day in their group
(any challenges and difficulties that may occur).
1. Activity (miming) - Children use a jar to pull out everyday sentences they use that
are written on the paper. Signs would say: “”I would like to drink some water
please”; “I fell and need a bandage”; “I have a flu, may I please have a tissue?”
2. Activity - Learning sign language. Teacher will show children sign language and
video about using it. Children repeat some of the words. Children learn how to say
“I know a bit of sign language”.
After the activities children can draw deaf kid as they would imagine him and teacher will
write children sayings on the poster for the parents to see:
Conclusion and feedback:
Children thought that a deaf kid might be sad in their group activities because she couldn´t
hear what the teacher or other children would say. Children came up with ideas: explain
her something with hands, to draw or write her things on the paper or just to show her
things.
Children changed their understandings about the deaf and blind peoples´ abilities to cope
in life. They understood that it is possible to express yourself without using words and
move around without seeing. Children came up with ideas how to help kids with special
needs if they would go to their group:


“They can still hug! And we can do so that, if they can´t hear, then we can show
them with our fingers what we are thinking. Or we can draw them a picture!” (About
Liilia)







“If Liilia can´t hear then she will be sad. But she could still draw and do other things
aswell. She only can´t hear when somebody would say that it is her turn.” (About
Liilia)
“You can discuss stuff with him and he is happy if you start the conversation.
And he will be happy if somebody would ask him to come and play with him.
He can still hear like everybody else can, you know.” (About Toomas)
“It´s great if somebody shows him what is a good game. Somebody could take his
hand and point it on to the game. Goodness gives us caring!” (About Toomas)

Possible modifications to the activity:
- Children can guess the items that is placed in their hands, when they are blindfolded.
- Let the children improve the game.
- Can be done outside.

